PARTNERING TO GIVE YOU
THE EDGE

AgriEdge® is a dedicated agribusiness partnership that helps you address today’s farm management challenges and embrace future seasons’ opportunities.

WE GIVE YOU THE...

AGRONOMIC EDGE
With tailored recommendations, integrated crop planning and access to a complete portfolio of leading seed and crop protection products.

ECONOMIC EDGE
With field-level profitability statements, competitive financing with the Syngenta product portfolio and the cost-share opportunity to select the right product for the right acre.

STEWARDSHIP EDGE
With comprehensive record keeping, easy-to-run reports for seamless regulatory compliance and sustainable practice tracking to tell your farm’s story to stakeholders and consumers.

ALL ROOTED IN TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICE.

TECHNOLOGY EDGE
With the Cropwise™ digital toolset as the foundation of AgriEdge. It’s an inventive and evolving suite of tools that enable you to proactively manage your farm, helping you to drive productivity, profitability and compliance.

SERVICE EDGE
With exclusive access to the Syngenta team and local retailer support. We will help ensure you have the agronomic and technical resources you need to give your farm the AgriEDGE.
TECHNOLOGY THAT WORKS FOR YOU

Gain access to a suite of digital tools within the Cropwise ecosystem, which can maximize yield potential, boost profitability potential and drive efficiency on your farm.

CROPWISE: ONE CONNECTED PLATFORM

One log-in. Multiple tools. Ultimate farm management experience.

PLAN & PREPARE
Make faster, data-driven decisions by turning agronomic data into economic insights.

MONITOR
Promptly address and share field health issues from above or in the field.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Calculate your sustainability leadership score and meet your sustainability reporting needs quickly and easily.

MITIGATE YOUR RISK:
PROVIDING PEACE OF MIND WHEN IT MATTERS MOST

Syngenta is committed to providing you with an innovative and flexible agronomic portfolio aimed to maximize productivity and a unique cost-sharing partnership through AgriEdge to help you mitigate risk.

- Satisfy the minimum farm spend to qualify
- Choice matters – select from any Syngenta branded product
- Have confidence to invest in and protect your crop
- Competitive financing is available

Contact your local AgriEdge Specialist or visit AgriEdge.com to learn more.
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